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Abstract

This paper describes a multi-agent system able to manage the meeting

schedule of a set of users. The problem of meeting scheduling has been con-

sidered because represents an example of how routine daily activities may be

delegated to software agent to relief activity overloading of human agents. In

the paper a general agent architecture is described which is used to realize

di�erent kinds of agent in a speci�c system called MASMA (Multi Agent Sys-

tem for Meeting Automation). The way MASMA addresses various aspects

of the agenda management problem is described and, in particular, several

issues concerning the acceptability of the agent approach by human users are

discussed. To increase acceptability, an important aspect is the attention paid
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Admnistration.
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to the problem of user control over agents activities. The possibility of task

delegation is considered a relevant achievement of software agent technology,

but issues like, non-invasion, possibility of inspection, and privacy should be

taken into account. In the paper the way these problems are dealt with in

MASMA is also described.

1 Introduction

Large computer networks|like Internet|allow users to access fast huge amount of

information and data but also caused them a cognitive overloading due to the need

of acquiring and learning the use of new tools. The network could help to mecha-

nize the resolution of problems previously ful�lled manually: nevertheless it is quite

di�cult to design really useful and supporting tools without further increasing the

user's involvement.

The wide use and success of tools solving problems connected to the network, e.g.,

e-mail managing, information �ltering, personal agenda scheduling, are strictly de-

pended on their conjunction with e�ective and supportive interfaces: such interfaces

should be cooperative with respect to the users and competent with respect to the

task they are supposed to perform. Moreover the interfaces should adapt themselves

to the user's needs by relieving him from learning the use of tools and from perform-

ing repetitive patterns of actions. The interface should not only be a �lter towards

applications, but it should perform additional activities besides those strictly re-

quested to enhance the o�ered performance: it should accompany the growth of the

user's competence to satisfy his needs even before explicit requests. That can be

accomplished by accounting for the user's pro�le and behavior.

Given the requirements and the features described these interfaces acts as au-

tonomous agents able to actively propose solutions and more generally to substitute

the user in the most repetitive activities behaving as personal assistants [2].

The developing of supporting agents is particularly relevant in tasks and opera-

tions that are time-consuming and routine. An interesting problem that an agent-

base system can dealt with is the automated scheduling of personal agendas. Its

resolution|usually performed \by hand"|can be improved by a mechanized pro-

cess and by the existence of the network. Moreover it is an emblematic problem

to show some aspects of the agent-user relationship: the need of non-invasion and

privacy, the possibility of inspecting what the agent is doing, the increasing level of

user's con�dence in agent's competence, the agent's capability of learning by user's
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behavior.

This paper describes MASMA (Multi-Agent System for Meeting Automation), an

agent-based and multi-agent system (MAS) designed to support users in manag-

ing their personal agenda and to organize and schedule appointments, meetings,

small conferences and seminars. MASMA consists of a set of agents that cooperate

among them each devoted to deal with a particular task or set of tasks. In develop-

ing MASMA the practical usability of MASs and their e�ectiveness in interacting

with users assume a fundamental importance. The problem solved by MASMA is

described in the next section. Then the architecture of the system and the classes of

agents it involves are introduced. Each agent is an instance of a general architecture

that is illustrated in the fourth section. Then a more detailed description of the

main agent, the Meeting Agent, is supplied followed by a discussion about the focus

of our research, the interaction with the user, and how MASMA deals with it. A

conclusive section closes the paper.

It has to be pointed out that some issues and parts of the system can and must

be improved (for instance the negotiation strategies and the optimality criteria in

the solution search), but some fundamental ideas about the relevance of the user in

agent-based system have been placed.

2 Automated Management of Meeting Agenda

Organizing meetings generally requires a massive organizational e�ort, complex ne-

gotiation strategies and a huge numbers of communication acts, e.g., e-mail mes-

sages, phone calls, faxes, etc. A signi�cant reference problem is the so-called sec-

retaries' nightmare [13] since generally are the secretaries who �nd a compromise

among the di�erent users' constraints, the availability of the resources and the need

of satisfying their bosses. An e�cient and optimal scheduling process could bring

bene�ts in term of saving time and costs and of optimizing the information ow.

The problem can be seen as a particular application domain of distributed schedul-

ing among a set of agents (Distributed Task Scheduling). In this context the tasks

are the appointments to be �xed and the resources are the participants. To each re-

source (person) an agent is associated managing his agenda that organizes meetings

by negotiating with other agents. It knows the user's preferences concerning the

available dates, the information to be exchanged with the others, the agents to ne-

gotiate with, the user's interests and so on. Each meeting is organized by an agent,

involves a number of other agents and is characterized by a set of constraints. The or-
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ganizer agent leads the negotiation process proposing a set of possible time intervals,

gathering the invitees' answers and �guring out a common solution. If necessary

the process is repeated until an agreement is reached. The formal description of the

problem is the following. Given a set A of Meeting Agents, each associated with a

user, a meetingMi is a tupleMi = fI; hi; di; T; C;< P lace >,< Instrument >;AV g
where

� I � A is a set of invitees consisting of a set NI � A of necessary attendants

and a set OI � A of optional attendants such that I = NI [OI;

� hi is the organizer agent or host of Mi;

� di =< nday; nh1; : : : ; nhnday > is the duration of the meeting in which nday is

the duration in days and nhnk is the duration in hours for each day;

� T = finterval1; : : : ; intervalng is the set of possible time intervals for the

meeting. The generic interval is speci�ed by the date plus its starting and end

times, intervalj =< day; tsj ; tej >;

� C is the set of the possible sites where the meeting can take place;

� < Place > is a set of attribute-value pairs that describes the structure hosting

the meeting, i.e., type of building, capacity, etc.;

� < Instrument > is a set of attribute-value pairs that describes the supporting

instruments, i.e., microphone, VCR, etc.;

� AV describes the participants' availability with respect to the set of possible

time intervals, i.e., AV = [i2IAVi where AVi = f< interval1; valuei1 > : : : <

intervaln; valuein >g. valueij is a preference value in the set fhigh;medium;

low; nilg.

All the users are connected to a network even if they can be located anywhere. A

centralized management of the resources|in the sense of sites and instruments|is

applied.

2.1 Related Works

Most of the systems developed in the past simply o�er an interface toward the diary

and a framework for communications, and rarely concern the automatic organiza-

tion of the meetings. Then the di�usion of the multi-agent systems and the idea
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of personal assistant have given rise to theoretical analysis [5, 14] and to system-

oriented approaches [9]: generally an agent-based approach has been adopted in

which a personal agent performs some of the tasks involved in organizing meetings.

The main focus of these approaches is on the automation of distributed scheduling

and on particular negotiation aspects. More speci�cally, S.Sen's work is a com-

prehensive investigation on the heuristics for distributed problem solving, and on

negotiation protocols for the meeting scheduling problem, aspects of which may be

introduced in new versions of MASMA. Other systems have introduced the idea of

agents as personal assistant [10, 4] and emphasized the automated learning aspects.

Our approach is focused mainly on the agents' attitude towards the users: while

some of the \structural" aspects of our solution can be also found in other systems,

the attention on the user-agent relationship is particular of our system. The other

systems usually do not account for properties as security and privacy, with the no-

table exception of [5], and rarely focussed on the speci�c problems generated by the

interaction with the user.

3 MASMA's Architecture

MASMA proposes a solution in which the competence are distributed among dif-

ferent types of agents: moreover, inherently distributed problems are faced in a

distributed way and centralized problems are faced in a centralized way. Its ar-

chitecture consists of a personal assistant for each user, called Meeting Agent, and

other three agents that are shared among a community. Each agent is an instance

of the general model described in the next section. The MASMA's agents are the

following:

� Meeting Agent. This agent is associated to each user and behaves as a personal

assistant specialized in meeting organization. It has two main tasks: managing

the user's pro�le and taking part in the meeting organization. The pro�le

contains information concerning the personal agenda and the preference values

assigned to the di�erent dates and times: moreover it also maintains data

about the user's general interests. In the organizational process the agent

represents the user according to his pro�le.

The other three agents work as specialized knowledge servers to which some common

services have been delegated. They could also perform their job autonomously
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without any connection with the Meeting Agents.

� Server Agent. It is in charge of managing the network addresses. In fact in

an \open world" it is quite di�cult that everyone knows all the addresses of

everybody. A better solution is a specialized management in which a single

agent maintains a knowledge base with the users' addresses: in the case of

new users, it is able to get the addresses by querying one of the numerous

servers. In MASMA it also manages a databases containing the interest areas

associated with the users so that it can help the agent organizer to spread

announces out in a selective way without bothering all the users connected.

Moreover it also gathers the subscriptions in case of open meetings.

� Resource Agent. The Congress Centers or Universities or other similar sites

are crucial resources in a meeting organization. MASMA adopts a centralized

administration of these common resources to avoid conicts in selecting one of

them. Each site is characterized by < attribute� value > pairs that describe

it. The Resource Agent maintains the databases and furnishes to the Meeting

Agent a list of structures satisfying the problem constraints. When a decision

is taken, the agent carries out the operations necessary to reserve the place.

� Travel Agent. The user can also wish to mechanize the last step in organizing

a meeting, the lodging and travel decisions. The Travel Agent can help the

user is choosing the best path or the less expansive ticket or the most luxurious

hotel. The agent can connect the user to train and ight timetable, decide the

best path between to places, inform him about prices, show a list of possible

hotels. It could also furnish a reservation service. At present it work on

local databases, but it could also be connected to external information servers

specializing the agent to understand database management languages.

MASMA is based on a mixed-initiative approach in which each step in any decision

process is carefully considered: if the user prefers then any crucial decision remains

up to him. Moreover he can always maintain the control on his agent and interfere

and inuence its actions. The user can dynamically inuence the negotiation process

by changing the constraints on line. After a testing phase, the user can decide to

leave more and more decision steps to his agent although the possibility remains

of inspecting and interfering in its behavior. The next version of MASMA will be

endowed with learning capabilities: the agent will be able to discover rules from the

user's behavior and to synthesize them after user's con�rmation.
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Figure 1: The architecture of the agents

4 A Model for an Agent Architecture

The proposed general model to design agents is exible and adaptable enough to

guarantee an incremental and modular development of the whole framework.

The architecture follows the Body/Head/Mouth metaphor [15], includes some ideas

shown in other agent-based systems [6, 11, 8] modi�ed by our experience in devel-

oping a previous system [3] (see Figure 1). It consists of three components:

� the body is in charge of task execution;

� the head accomplishes the reasoning and coordination tasks;

� the interface is devoted to the communication with the environment, the user

and other agents.

The body carries out the speci�c tasks of the agent in the application domain. A task

can consist of pre-existent software, public-domains program, on-purpose software

or hardware components. That guarantees a high adaptability since it allows for

incorporating and/or using any old part without developing from scratch. This part

can autonomously access the data structures of the head and the communication

facilities of the interface.

The head is devoted to coordinate the di�erent functionalities; to manage the rep-

resentation of the external world, of the agent and of the current state of a�airs;
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Figure 2: The controller's cycle

to reason, to solve problems and take decisions; to coordinate and negotiate with

other agents. In turn, it consists of four components, the controller, the reasoner,

the knowledge base and the working memory.

� The controller coordinates the actions' ow. At present, it is a continuously-

active process (Figure 2)|and so it satis�es the feature of temporal continuity

for the agent|checking for messages from the environments or the user or

other agents. If the current situation does not need reasoning processes, the

controller is able to directly activate the requested tasks: otherwise the rea-

soner takes the controller over by putting the results of the reasoning process

in the working memory. Then the controller searches the working memory for

actions to be executed.

� The reasoner receives the messages coming from the external world that the

controller cannot understand. According to the current state of a�airs, de-

scribed in the current status, to its knowledge and to its goals, the reasoner

decides the actions or the plan to accomplish and their temporal sequence:

then it puts them into the working memory. Moreover, it is in charge of up-

dating and maintaining the current status and the knowledge base consistent.

� The knowledge base is managed by a deductive information retriever where

information is represented as assertions and rules. It contains the user's mental

attitudes, plan libraries, beliefs on other agents, on the external environment

and on the application domain.

� The working memory is managed by a deductive information retriever. Since

the agent can concurrently handle more situations, it is possible to instantiate

di�erent working memories.
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The interface is in charge of the communication with the user, other agents and the

environment. It consists of:

� The KQML Message Manager deals with the interactions between agents. It

supplies the KQML [7] protocol and language, maintains bu�ers for input and

output. Moreover it o�ers to the controller a set of functions for errors handling

and for extracting the information content of the messages by excluding the

communication parameters.

� The Sensors and Actuators allow the agent to exchange data with the envi-

ronment. They typically consist of the instruction set of the operating sys-

tem (Solaris 2.4). The actuators can inuence the status of the environment:

they can modify databases and/or activate printers, faxes, phones or other

resources.

� The User Interface Manager communicates with the user following the user's

preferred modalities. Since the system is addressed to any type of user includ-

ing people not skilled in using computers, in the current implementation, the

User Interface Manager supports a graphic language. It also manages a bu�er

for user's messages and transfers requests and data to the controller.

The subdivision of the agent's competence allows for separately facing with di�erent

types of problems emerging in the design of a specialized agent by supplying a

modular approach to the implementation. It is possible to easily scale up all the

components since the architecture allows for:

� incorporating pre-existent software or tools;

� de�ning the knowledge representation languages and/or the types of the men-

tal attitudes;

� inserting further reasoning processes and de�ning the type of the control ow.

Consequently it is possible to incrementally develop multi-agent systems and to

adapt them to di�erent application areas. According to the application domain, it

is possible to opportunely de�ne:

� the dictionary of the messages exchanged and interpreted by the agents with

their protocols;
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� the speci�c functionalities for each agent;

� the sensors and the actuators;

� the interfaces for interacting with the user.

Moreover the potentiality of modifying the control ow gives a high level of exibility

to the architecture: it is possible to change the sequence and the synchronism of the

actions according to the desired functionalities.

5 The Meeting Agent

A Meeting Agent is associated with each user given the personal nature of the han-

dled data and the type of accomplished functions. At present, this agent is able

to organize two di�erent types of meetings, open meetings and closed meetings. In

the �rst case, the organizer agent sends a sort of call for participation to the Server

Agent that selects the possible participants on the ground of their interests. In the

case of closed meetings, the agent sends the requests only to a set of people. In

both cases a negotiation process can follows to decide the date and the place of the

event. Nevertheless the agent is easily extendible to di�erent types of conferences

and appointments: it is already connected with the user's diary from which can

extract and to which can communicate information.

The Meeting Agent can play the role of organizer or attendee by applying the corre-

spondent negotiation protocol: it is possible to include more than one protocol and

to base the choice on the context and current status. It is also possible to envision

very sophisticated protocols that take into account several issues, for instance the

role of the users in the community, the weight of previous engagements, the type of

event, etc.

In order to mechanize the decision process and to limitate the interaction with the

user, the agent maintains a user's pro�le with his availability and preferences and

supplies tools to de�ne and update the pro�le itself.

5.1 The User's Pro�le

The user's pro�le speci�es the level of availability concerning the di�erent time

intervals: these values can be manually set by the user or deduced by the agent

from the preference rules the user can de�ne. The rules are described by a formal
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language that is hidden to the user by a graphical interface in order to facilitate the

interaction.

The user can assign a preference value fhigh, medium, low, nilg to each hour interval:
the agent sets automatically to nil the dates in which appointments have already be

�xed. The agent can take over the calendar system in the environment, in our case

the calendar manager of the UNIX systems. For the hour intervals the user have

not any appointments, the agent �gures out the value according to the preference

rules. There are three di�erent types of rules it can apply:

1. The Holiday-Rule associates a preference value to any weekend day and hol-

iday. So if the user likes to work on Sunday morning, he can assign the value

\high" to this interval. The holiday are automatically extract by the calendar,

but the user can also set his own holiday time.

2. The Proximity-Rule allows the user to give a preference value to a time

interval around a previous meeting. For example, it is possible to specify the

time distance between two di�erent appointments in the same town, e.g., 2

hours, or in di�erent towns, e.g., two days.

3. The Fixday-Rules can be used to de�ne an availability value for the same

day(s) of the week or for the same day(s) of a month in a speci�ed time

interval: for example, the user can be busy every Monday at 9 until 11 from

June 1996 to July 1997 or every 15 in the same time interval.

Starting from the user's preferences, the calendar setting and the rules, the agent

calculates the �nal value by applying an algorithm that also accounts for inconsis-

tencies introduced by the user himself.

For sake of simplicity, the user communicates to his Meeting Agent his personal

interests concerning both his work and his spare time. Then this agent sends to the

Server Agent this information so that the user can be informed about the events

regarding his interest areas. For example in the case of open meetings and call for

papers, the Server Agent sends the announcement only to the users having among

their interests the topic of the conference.

5.2 A Basic Negotiation Protocol

In some cases it is straightforward to get a date for an event, but more often it is

quite complex to �nd a middle course: so a negotiation process is engaged by the or-

ganizer agent in order to reach an agreement. The attendants' agents try to protect
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Figure 3: The organizer's negotiation protocol

their users and they in turn apply a strategy to safeguard their privacy and to avoid

the relaxation of important constraints. At present, the strategies are �xed|one for

the organizer and one for the participants|but it is possible to di�erentiate them.

The agent organizer has the goal to look for an optimal solution: obviously the

optimality depends on the selected criterion. At present the solution is to maximize

a common utility function and to minimize the requests for constraints relaxation.

Once the user has de�ned the features of an event (according to the problem descrip-

tion shown above), his Meeting Agent sends the announce to the interested users

through the Server Agent. At this point the negotiation begins, and the organizer

agent behaves according to a speci�ed protocol (Figure 3).

The agents receiving the announce calculates the availability of their users concern-

ing the proposed date(s) and then can ask for con�rmation to them: this step can

also be mechanized. It is possible that some of the invitees rejects the request: if he

is an optional guest then the negotiation goes on otherwise the process interrupts.

The organizer can decide to re-arrange the event by changing its features. This is

still a limitation of the agent that does not include a full recovering mechanism.

In the case that all the necessary participants accept, the organizer agent asks the

other Meeting Agents for the time interval with an high preference values: if it does
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not �nd any possible intersection, it asks for lower preference values. If it is still not

able to �nd any possible data, it starts asking other agents for relaxing some dates.

In order to fasten the converging of the decision process, the agent suggests the

interval with the highest number of adhesions and with the highest total preference

values: it asks to relax it only to the agents having previously rejected that date.

If they accept, then they supply a new preference value for that time. Whether

at least one of the them rejects the proposal, the step is applied again with the

successive intervals until an agreement is reached. It is also possible that some of

the participants decide not to participate any more, or that the organizer asks for a

decision to the agents obstructing the negotiation.

It is be noted that the process can cause side e�ects: a Meeting Agent can be con-

strained to cancel a previous engagement and so it has to start a new dialogue with

the other agents involved in order to re-schedule it. Before taking a so critical deci-

sion, the agent asks for con�rmation to its user. Also this step can be mechanized:

for example, the user could have instructed his agent (or it can have learned such

a rule) that the request of his boss have absolute priority with respect to any other

appointment including personal engagements. These changes will appear in the next

version of MASMA.

When the organizer agent has a date, it inquires the Resource Agent to verify the

availability of the sites: it sends it the part of the problem description concerning

the < Place > and < Instrument >. It could be necessary to change some features

if the chosen place is not available. It could also be necessart to look for a new date.

When the place has been booked, the Meeting Agent con�rm the event to all the

participants. They can interrogate the Travel Agent to decide how to get the place

and the available hotels: the agent may reserve for them.

At any step of the negotiation process, the users can modify their availability|either

manually or with the rules|and so inuence the decisions. Moreover, a user can

decide to re-negotiate the meeting even after the �nal setting: probably the other

users could not agree with him!

6 Interacting with the User

For systems that work as personal assistants, and more generally for those devoted

to help managing tasks, the attention paid to the interaction with the user makes

the di�erence with respect to their actual use. Although we do not consider our

system a �nal answer to the problem, we claim that some of the aspects we have
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considered are a step in a relevant direction and distinguish us from other distributed

approaches to the meeting scheduling more concerned about the speci�c distributed

scheduling problem.

The agent-based approach in designing useful and e�ective support tools cannot be

separated from developing active and cooperative interfaces able to mediate between

the user and the application. From the designer's standpoint, the agent is the

interface and so it is supposed to fasten the user's delegation of decisional steps to

it. The interface should acquire a proposer role with respect to the utilizer's needs

and preferences: in this context the part of task delegation plays a relevant role

in which the trust relationship agent-user becomes subject of research. In fact a

drawback of agent-based systems is in the user's acceptance and in the consequent

user's mistrust in delegating his choices. The agent should substitute the user in the

routine parts but leave him the more crucial decisions. Norman [12] enlisted several

issues to be taken into account in agent-based systems:

� ensuring that the user feels in control of the system;

� considering the nature of agent-user interaction, how the user teaches his agent,

how the agent and its activities are presented to the user;

� implementing safeguards to cut o� or minimize the e�ects of agents' errors;

� giving the user accurate expectations respect to the system;

� accounting for the user's privacy particularly in applications in which the agent

accesses personal data and mail;

� hiding computational complexity but at the same time making the system

inspectable.

Many of these issues are few or not at all considered in current literature despite

the increasing number of system proposed as interface agents.

In MASMA particular attention has been paid to issues that are essential to the

user's acceptance of the system like: the possibility of inspecting the agents, the

respect of the data privacy, the simplicity of utilization of the whole tool.

A major drawback that the HCI community ascribes to agent technology is the

user's loss of control about the activities of Software Agents. Indeed some reasons

for this complain exist because of the limited research dedicated to examining the

role of a Software Agent tool as a mixed-initiative interactive system opposite to a
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completely automated system. Although exciting, the possible autonomy of soft-

ware agents should be held under control in systems that continuously interact with

the user, in spite of the requested autonomy for agent-based active interface. An

agent should be endowed with the capability of acting and autonomously proposing

solutions according to the current problem, but the user must have the possibility

of controlling and inspecting the agent's decisions. To this purpose we have inves-

tigated on the possibility of inspection of the agent behavior from the user. The

agent-based system should be endowed with an inspection mode about its activi-

ties, take the user into account in the most important decision processes and be

autonomous in the less critic decision steps: that will involve a major level of trust

by the user. MASMA allows in its main dialogue window to verify the status of the

agent, and then to inspect the details of the current activity. When no negotiation

is running the agent is free, and it is busy when it is involved in a organizational

process. In this case, a button is active that allows the user to analyze the running

processes, to verify the information and data at agent's disposal and to interfere or

take over the agent if necessary: moreover the user can inuence the organization

and negotiation processes by dynamically modifying the preference and availability

values. This capability of the system is a �rst step in the development of mixed-

initiative system.

From the point of view of user involvement, attention should be paid to the decision

about how and when to interact with the user. Concerning how to interact, the sys-

tem must be easy to use. The agents dialogue with their users by means of simple

and e�ective windows that can be adapted to the current needs and that hide the

complexity of the system. To be able to relieve the user's work, the interfaces should

be few invasive and really discreet. MASMA's interfaces satisfy these requirements.

The second point concerns when the agent calls for its user. The agent does not

have to be invasive but at the same time it is active and takes decisions that could

be critical. The personal agent is supposed to always involve the user in decisional

stages but a system that continuously asks for con�rmation would fail in its main

task. That can happen independently from the possibility of taking over the agent.

The meeting agent interrupts its user only for the most important|in user's view|

decisions: this means that is the user who decides when to leave decisions to the

agent.

Another relevant feature is to respect the preservation of information privacy. In

the described scenario the personal agent can access strictly con�dential data (mail,

diary, personal data, etc.) so it is particularly important that such data are ma-

nipulated carefully and protected from intrusion. In order to increase the user's
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con�dence level in the system, under the user's control MASMA always follows a

policy that makes available only the dates strictly necessary with the highest prefer-

ence value. Requests for new dates or for relaxing time intervals are made only when

there is no other solution. Moreover, to limitate the number of people requested to

relax constraints, the agent always chooses the interval the highest number of par-

ticipants agree on and with the highest preference value.

7 Conclusions

In this paper we presented MASMA, a multi-agent system devoted to interact with

a set of users to help organizing meetings. To avoid producing \yet another agent-

based meeting scheduler", we have focussed our attention on the interaction with

the user in order to obtain an e�ective mixed-initiative system.

In the paper we have described both the general aspects of the system and the issues

concerning the agent-user relationship.

The system is being tested on real environments and has been applied to a reference

problem like the above mentioned secretaries' nightmare (see [1]) with satisfactory

results.

Our approach can either represent a comprehensive solution to the whole problem

or be seen as a solution containing aspects that can be integrated with existent

approaches.
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